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Live more positively with simple exercises based in cognitive behavioral therapyNot every

mental health struggle involves a life-altering event or an official diagnosis, but that doesn’t

mean it can’t take a toll on your life and happiness. The CBT Workbook for Mental Health

shows you how to cultivate your sense of calm and confidence through the power of cognitive

behavioral therapy. With expert advice, you’ll learn how to use CBT to bounce back from tough

times—no matter how big or small.This CBT workbook features:Specific solutions—Build a

range of coping skills with chapters devoted to common issues: relationships and

communication, anxiety, anger, stress, guilt, shame, cravings, and self-esteem.Simple exercises

—The prompts and exercises in this CBT workbook only take between 10 and 30 minutes, so

you can find time to practice them even on your busiest days.CBT for everyone—Discover how

CBT works and what makes it so popular, with a range of exercises that help improve general

emotional wellness.Learn the skills to maintain your inner peace and emotional well-being

every day with The CBT Workbook for Mental Health.

“Whether you can afford a CBT therapist or not, this workbook provides everything a person

could need to put dozens of CBT exercises into practical, everyday use. If you’re ready for

change and willing to put in the work, this awesome book is going to be an invaluable

companion in your journey to improving your mental health.”  �John M. Grohol, Psy.D., founder of

Psych Central“Feelings are not facts; however, feelings tell us how we think about the people,

problems, and situations in our lives. If we can step back and scrutinize our thoughts, we can

see if we're being objective and accurate. The trouble is, many of us can't stop the mental

chatter that leads us in the wrong direction. The CBT Workbook for Mental Health provides

simple, accessible, and profoundly transformative exercises that can dramatically empower and

shift the way we think and feel about ourselves and our futures. I highly recommend this book!”

 �Crystal Andrus Morissette, founder of The S.W.A.T. Institute and international bestselling

author of The Emotional Edge“Simon and Sarah have written a very user-friendly self-help (or

therapy companion) book for a range of common problems, with topics such as self-esteem;

relationships; negative emotions of stress, anxiety, anger, guilt, and shame; and cravings. It is

packed full of practice exercises from cognitive and behavioral therapy and mindfulness in each

section. The reader is sure to find helpful practices to change their target problems that will suit

their needs. Try them all!”  �Patricia A. Resick, PhD, ABPP, professor of psychiatry and

behavioral sciences“CBT is the most established approach for treating problems stemming

from heightened negative emotions. This book will teach you effective CBT skills to combat

patterns of thinking and behaving that contribute to anxiety, stress, anger, shame, and guilt, as

well as ways of strengthening self-acceptance and improving relationships. The book is well-

written, practical, engaging, and consistent with best practices for facilitating mental health and

wellbeing. I highly recommend it for anyone whose negative feelings get in the way of enjoying

life.”  �Martin M. Antony, PhD, professor of psychology and author of the Shyness and Social

Anxiety Workbook and The Anti-Anxiety Program“The CBT Workbook for Mental Health is a

terrific book for learning the tools of evidence-based cognitive behavior therapy, the gold

standard of psychotherapy. Doing the exercises will improve your life!”  �Judith S. Beck, PhD,

Beck Institute for Cognitive Behavior Therapy, clinical professor of psychology“For readers

seeking to break down emotional barriers and feel empowered to make meaningful change,



The CBT Workbook for Mental Health offers clear, practical, and tested strategies and skills.

Rego and Fader guide the reader to identify unhelpful habits and relationships, let go of

emotional distress, clarify personal values, and engage in CBT and mindfulness acceptance

exercises that will promote motivation and commitment to change. I am delighted with this

resource and will be recommending the workbook to my patients and colleagues!”  �Anne Marie

Albano, PhD, ABPP, professor of medical psychology at Columbia University Irving Medical

Center and author of You and Your Anxious Child“CBT continues to stand the test of time as

being one of the most effective and comprehensive ways of working through mental health

challenges. Sarah Fader and Simon Rego have written a workbook that includes the most

helpful and accessible exercises to help anyone and everyone begin their journey with self-help

and increased well-being. This workbook not only empowers the reader to work on these skills

but explains why these exercises are healing and life-changing.”  �Rachel Luria, LCSW“The

partnership between Sarah Fader and Simon Rego has worked well again, with Sarah’s input

for the exercises coming from her own extensive work with CBT and Dr. Rego’s breadth of

knowledge about CBT theory and practice adding context and history. In this workbook, they

dig into common struggles in mental health and the underlying cognitive distortions connected

with them, covering such topics as building tolerance for uncertainty, discerning fact from

opinion, and using criticism constructively. Good, solid, common-sense help that you can use

today!”  �Dr. Margaret Robinson Rutherford, author of Perfectly Hidden Depression: How to

Break Free From the Perfectionism That Masks Your Depression…“The CBT Workbook for

Mental Health is very timely and is structured in a way that makes it accessible to readers. It

clearly focuses on practical skills that individuals can undertake that will reduce stress and

increase well-being. What is particularly helpful is the straightforward and clear layout of the

cognitive behavioral exercises. Of note are the large number of exercises that focus on

reducing the impact of internal criticism and self-doubt. This book would be an extremely

helpful tool for an individual working through the distressing and interfering parts of their lives. I

applaud the authors in their clear exposition of the CBT exercises. I enthusiastically endorse

this book.”  �David E. Koch, Ph.D., LCSW-R, clinical professor“Dr. Rego and Ms. Fader have

crafted an excellent, comprehensive, and accessible cognitive behavior therapy workbook for

those wanting to be in the driver’s seat of their treatment with the scaffolding of validating,

empathic experts. Well done!”  �Mark W. Wilson, MD, PC--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorDR. SIMON REGO is board certified in cognitive behavioral

psychology and a licensed clinical psychologist with close to 25 years of experience. He is

currently Chief Psychologist, Director of Psychology Training, and Director of the CBT Training

Program at Montefiore Medical Center. He is also Associate Professor of Psychiatry and

Behavioral Sciences at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York.SARAH FADER is the

co-founder of Stigma Fighters, a non-profit organization that encourages individuals with

mental illness to share their personal stories. She has been featured in The New York Times,

The Washington Post, Psychology Today, The Huffington Post, and more.--This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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consummate clinician and educator beloved by colleagues and students, and Sarah Fader,

known widely for her mental health advocacy and eloquent writing, have teamed up to provide

a lively, warm, practical, and uniquely accessible guide to cognitive behavioral therapy

(CBT).Among the most exciting and impactful innovations in the field of mental health over the

past several decades has been the development of short-term forms of psychotherapy that are

pragmatic, goal-oriented, and well-studied. Of all these evidenced-based therapies, CBT sits

atop the broadest and most impressive evidence base.The skills and principles of CBT are

now applied widely to help treat diagnosable disorders such as social anxiety, depression,

posttraumatic stress disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, eating disorders, and substance

use disorders. But the benefits of CBT extend well beyond the realm of clinical diagnoses. CBT

has also proven useful for a wide range of common human problems such as stress, strained

relationships, anger, procrastination, and low self-esteem, to name just a few of the important

topics this book touches on. Elements of CBT are increasingly incorporated into education and

training programs in schools and workplaces because of their documented efficacy and far-

reaching value for improving our everyday quality of life. Light on jargon and replete with

wisdom and valuable exercises, The CBT Workbook for Mental Health promises to become the

go-to resource for individuals interested in pursuing CBT on their own or who wish to

incorporate this book as homework with a skilled therapist.As a psychiatrist who has often

prescribed reading or “bibliotherapy” to patients (and myself!), it is a joy to discover this

remarkable workbook. I expect this book will be read carefully and returned to frequently—

even by initially skeptical readers and those currently burdened by challenges that make

routine tasks a chore. The authors clearly understand and empathize with the challenges we all

face. Their writing is engaging, encouraging, and nonjudgmental. They neither patronize us nor

let us off the hook easily. They furnish a trove of inventive, useful, and feasible exercises, each

introduced by a concise statement of principles and objectives and even the estimated time for

completion. Much like musicians and athletes, readers who practice these exercises—perhaps

tentatively and reluctantly at first—will find their CBT muscles growing steadily stronger. For

many readers, what starts off as thoughtful tips and interesting exercises will likely get

incorporated as novel frameworks for thinking and behaving and developing positive habits for

more healthy lives.On behalf of all of us who know that life is not always easy, my admiring

thanks to the authors who have given us a wealth of actionable insights and steps to support

us on our journey.JONATHAN E. ALPERT, MD, PHDDorothy and Marty Silverman University

Chair of Psychiatry and Behavioral SciencesProfessor of Psychiatry, Neuroscience, and

PediatricsPsychiatrist-in-ChiefMontefiore Medical CenterAlbert Einstein College of

MedicineIntroductionALTHOUGH WE ARE NOT ALWAYS AWARE OF THEM, our thoughts

impact our feelings about ourselves, the world around us, and our future. They also influence

how we behave. Since you’re embarking on this workbook, chances are you realize that your

thoughts and behaviors are having a negative impact on your life and you’re ready to do

something about it. Good for you!Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which this workbook is

based on, is a form of talk therapy that has been used with great success since the 1960s to

help people feel better about themselves and live more satisfying lives. The basic premise in

CBT is that by changing your thoughts and behaviors, you can change the way you feel. This

can help increase your self-esteem, clarify what’s important to you, and empower you to

accomplish your goals. In this workbook, rather than talking it out with a therapist, you’ll be

writing it out for yourself. You’ll also be encouraged to take certain actions, some of which will

likely be out of your comfort zone, as change often comes from trying something new. Of

course, if you feel you need more help than this book can offer, you can always find a good



therapist to talk to.CBT has been found to be helpful for people with anxiety, depression,

addiction, stress disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive-

compulsive disorder (OCD), and other psychological problems. If you fall into one of these

categories, you’ll learn techniques that can help. However, you certainly don’t have to be

diagnosed with a mental health disorder to reap the benefits of CBT. CBT has had excellent

results when practiced by people in their everyday lives—from decreased stress levels and

improved self-esteem to more assertiveness and motivation. In fact, in some places, CBT is

starting to be taught in schools, to give children the basics of emotional health management

along with their math, reading, and other skills.CBT resonates with many people because it

teaches practical skills to help us feel better. For example, we might be convinced that we know

someone else is thinking something negative about us and, as a result, we feel bad. In CBT,

this is a cognitive distortion called mind reading. Or maybe we think that the worst thing will

happen (e.g., “If I go on an airplane, it will crash”) even though there’s no proof to that effect. In

CBT, these cognitive distortions are called fortune telling and catastrophizing. In this workbook,

you’ll have an opportunity to practice skills to increase your awareness of cognitive distortions

and choose a different way of thinking. By learning to identify and correct cognitive distortions,

you will have a clearer and more balanced way of thinking, which can improve your mood and

increase your willingness to do things you might not otherwise be willing to do.Another reason

why CBT resonates with so many people is because it’s solution-oriented. The focus is on

changing your thought patterns and behaviors in the here and now, in order to help you feel

better, solve problems you may be experiencing, and achieve goals that are important to you.

In this workbook, you will learn how versatile CBT is and feel for yourself how powerful it can

be in helping improve your sense of well-being.How to Use This WorkbookTHE

DISCUSSIONS AND EXERCISES IN THIS WORKBOOK are designed to help you identify

your negative thoughts and problematic behaviors and start transforming them into more

adaptive, productive ones. Each chapter discusses a different common struggle—low self-

esteem; shaky relationships; stress, anxiety, and anger; guilt and shame; and constant cravings

—and offers various techniques and exercises to help you better manage the issue.The

exercises, which take anywhere from 10 to 30 minutes, are meant to be practiced regularly in

your daily life. Changing your thinking and behavior patterns takes time and practice, so

consistency is the key to success. If you devote 30 minutes each day to practicing these CBT

exercises, you should start to feel the benefits almost immediately. And the beauty of CBT is

that there are no side effects to doing it more. In fact, the more time and effort you put into

learning the skills, the bigger the difference they will make in how you feel in the long term.

That’s the goal: to notice your mood improving and old patterns of thinking and behaving

changing! So use these techniques freely and often.We suggest you initially work through the

book chapter by chapter, as some areas may build upon others. You’ll find a variety of

exercises such as thought records, mindfulness meditation, journaling, increasing physical

activity, and role-playing. Some exercises might resonate more with you, but we encourage you

to try all the different techniques at least once so you know which ones work the best for you.

We feel confident that you will find many exercises beneficial. You can then make those

exercises your go-to tools for when life inevitably brings challenging events your way. If there’s

an exercise you particularly like, keep practicing it. If there’s one you don’t like, don’t force

yourself to do it. The point of this workbook is to give you tangible tools that can help you, so

flip around in the book as much as you want to once you’ve had a chance to practice all the

techniques.Just remember that changing your negative thought and behavior patterns takes

time, so it’s important to be patient in the process. We do believe, however, that you will see



positive changes take place in the way you think, feel, and act by engaging in these simple,

short exercises. So let’s delve into how CBT can better your mindset and improve your life,

starting with a quick lesson on understanding CBT.How to Use This Workbook on an Ebook

DeviceIf you’re reading this workbook on a touch-screen device, you can add notes and

highlight text just like you would in a physical workbook.Some sections will prompt you to write

in answers or personal responses. It’s easy—give it a try right here: __________.With your

finger, tap and hold for a few moments on the line above. Depending on the device you’re

using, an icon such as a magnifying glass will appear. Lift your finger and you’ll see an options

menu. Select “Note” (or “Notes”) to add and save your own text. When you’re done, an icon or

highlighted area will remain, which you can always return to and tap if you want to reopen and

read or edit your note.The same tap-and-hold options menu offers “Highlight” or “Color,” which

you can select if you want to highlight a passage or “check” a box. Experiment with it: By

swiping your finger before releasing you can select entire sentences or paragraphs. The

options menu also offers “Bookmark” for when you want quick access back to certain

pages.This method is the same on nearly all touch-screen ebook devices, but some have slight

variations. If you’d like more information specific to the device you’re holding in your hands, a

quick online search will yield best results.1UNDERSTANDING COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL

THERAPY (CBT)The way people think about things and what they choose to do or not do have

a substantial influence on their mood, and vice versa. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a

form of psychotherapy that helps you understand how your thoughts and actions can influence

how you feel. CBT originated in the 1960s, when Dr. Aaron Beck, an eminent psychiatrist at the

University of Pennsylvania, merged what he termed cognitive therapy with the already

established behavior therapy, initially to treat depression. This approach eventually became

known as cognitive behavior therapy.In addition to CBT benefiting anyone dealing with

everyday life challenges, since the 1960s CBT has been studied for a number of mental health

disorders, including anxiety and depression, with the research suggesting it is highly effective—

in fact, often as potent as medications—in bringing relief from symptoms and enhancing quality

of life, enjoyment, and satisfaction. For example, research in Clinical Psychology Review found

that treatment response rates across anxiety disorders averaged 49.5 percent after CBT

treatment and 53.6 percent at follow-up. Other studies have found response rates ranging from

50 to 75 percent for social anxiety and 70 to 80 percent for primary insomnia. In many

instances, such as the treatment of major depression, panic disorder, and obsessive-

compulsive disorder (OCD), CBT can be combined with medications to maximize the benefits,

and these effects remain strong and significant up to two years after treatment. To sum up,

based on more than 50 years of research, there’s no doubt that CBT is a well-established,

safe, and effective option for treating many mental health conditions.Most experts agree that

CBT should be the first approach therapists use for people seeking out talk therapy for a

problem because there is more evidence that CBT works than any other form of

psychotherapy. Unlike some other forms of talk therapy, CBT is short-term and goal-oriented.

While there are some exceptions, many people see their CBT therapists for about 12 to 20

visits, once a week for 45 minutes, over the course of about three to five months. In CBT, you

work primarily in the here and now and set practical goals aimed at helping you feel better and

live a more fulfilling life. In CBT, the emphasis is on learning new skills to change negative

thought patterns and problematic behaviors to improve your mood and quality of life.In some

cases, it’s useful to have a CBT-trained therapist to guide you through the therapeutic process.

In many cases, however, what makes the treatment so successful is the person’s willingness

(i.e., motivation and commitment) to practice the exercises between sessions. Therefore, you



can use this workbook as a stand-alone resource or as a “homework” resource if you are in

treatment. Either way, perhaps the most potent ingredient in CBT is putting in the time to

practice. And once learned, the CBT skills you develop will empower you to feel confident

enough to manage future life challenges on your own.HOW DOES CBT WORK?As mentioned,

CBT relies on practical tools to help you change your thoughts and actions to work through

complex emotions. This therapy helps you gain insight into patterns of thinking and behaving

you may not have been aware of. At the same time, it helps you focus on making changes,

such as by learning to separate your rational mind from your emotional mind (and then

integrate them) while also learning to establish new patterns of behavior. For some people, that

doesn’t come intuitively. Remember, CBT is a skills-based approach, and like learning any new

skill, it can take time to become good at it.Before we move on, let’s debunk two myths about

CBT:1. CBT is not about thinking positively. It is about thinking rationally. Sometimes life is not

positive. We must radically accept that and then decide what we are going to do, despite what’s

not positive and because of what’s not positive.2. CBT doesn’t teach you to ignore your

feelings. CBT is all about your feelings! However, the emphasis is on gaining a clearer

understanding of how your feelings influence your thoughts and actions, and vice versa,

because the easiest way to impact your feelings is by focusing on your thoughts and

actions.CBT proposes that, too often, we make mistakes in how we think about things such as

emotional reasoning. Let’s say you’re nervous because a friend hasn’t called or texted you

back. You may conclude your friend is angry with you. Even though you don’t know what your

friend is actually feeling, you react emotionally to the belief that your friend is angry with you.

You might then avoid that friend or not return their calls. The problem here is that you never get

the opportunity to see if what you thought was actually true, much less correct the situation if

your friend really was angry with you for some reason. As a result, you miss a learning

opportunity, and the problematic beliefs and behavioral patterns persist.CBT teaches you how

to identify cognitive distortions (see here), challenge your beliefs to confirm whether they are

accurate, and then change them if they are not. A thought record is often helpful here. If you

were working with a CBT therapist, they would have you write down your automatic thoughts

(in this example, “My friend is angry at me”) and then identify what cognitive distortions may be

impacting these ideas and what evidence you have for and against this belief. (You’ll have a

chance to make a thought record soon; see here.)When the situation is emotionally charged, it

can be challenging to tease out what’s real and what’s distorted. However, if you’re able to step

back and scrutinize your thoughts, you may realize that you don’t know if your friend is angry at

you, because you haven’t asked. You might realize that you’re engaging in “mind reading.”

Without asking, you can’t know what someone else is thinking, because you can’t read minds.

Once you recognize the cognitive distortion, you can now reframe the thought (i.e., change it

into a more balanced, rational, and realistic thought). Remember, this is not the same as

thinking positively. The goal here is to try to think of things as objectively and accurately as

possible, and perhaps even test out your thoughts in the real world so that you can confirm or

refute them; for example, you can ask your friend if they are angry with you.What Is Behavioral

Activation?Behavioral activation is a technique originally used in CBT for managing depression.

The aim is to increase your participation in activities that bring you a sense of accomplishment

or pleasure. Engaging in pleasurable or productive activities can help change the way you think

and feel and often can motivate you to do even more activities over time. Engaging in

behavioral activation helps you understand how your behaviors influence your emotions and

thoughts. Perhaps you feel anxious about an upcoming test and you keep thinking you’re going

to fail it. You’re supposed to meet up with a study group, but you’re convinced it won’t help.



Rather than canceling your appointment and focusing on your negative thoughts or doing

something unproductive to distract yourself from them, go through the motions one step at a

time: gather your materials, leave the house, get in your car, drive to the location, greet your

study group, share your concerns about the test, and study. Each step you take shows you that

you’re capable of taking action, feels good, and makes the next step more likely to be

completed. You can then congratulate yourself for getting to your destination. Although it may

have seemed like a difficult or even impossible task, you made it there! And chances are that

studying for the test will help you feel better, too.WHAT CAN CBT BE USED FOR?Everyone

can benefit from CBT. While it’s best known for treating issues such as anxiety and depression,

CBT has many applications. For example, you may be struggling with intrusive thoughts or

compulsive behaviors that are impacting your ability to function daily or in certain situations. If

so, using the techniques from CBT can help with these struggles. Some of the uses of CBT

might surprise you. It’s such a versatile set of techniques that it can improve many different

conditions and support you in everyday life. The following is just a small sampling of reasons

you might pursue CBT.Growing Self-Esteem and Self-AcceptanceCBT is a wonderful tool for

learning about yourself, your emotional triggers, and which cognitive distortions are common to

you. Once you’re aware of your negative thought patterns, you can choose which thoughts

have meaning and which ones you can disregard. When you are better able to handle intrusive

negative thoughts, you can take action on more helpful thoughts and, as a result, gain more

confidence in yourself. When you are more confident, your self-esteem increases. In addition,

as you make progress toward goals that are meaningful to you, you feel a sense of

accomplishment and pleasure in doing so, which also increases your self-esteem. Your

emotions will no longer be controlling your actions; rather, you will make conscious choices

about how to move forward. Of course, there are some aspects of ourselves and our lives that

we cannot change and are not distorted. Fortunately, CBT is also a wonderful tool for helping

us learn to accept the less desirable aspects of ourselves and our lives and still feel good

despite them.Strengthening RelationshipsCBT is a great tool for learning how to better

communicate with important people in your life. You can learn how to not take things personally

when you’re talking to friends, coworkers, significant others, or even strangers. Communication

in any type of relationship can be quite challenging. With CBT, you can be more aware of any

cognitive distortions you’re having during your exchanges with others. One common distortion

that many of us fall into using is mind reading. We assume that we know what someone is

thinking or feeling without checking with that person. When you learn CBT skills, you will learn

to catch, challenge, and change that distortion and find proactive ways to communicate

effectively with other people in all types of situations.Managing Stress, Anxiety, and AngerLife

is full of stressors, some of which make us anxious, angry, or just generally stressed. We all

have our unique stressors. CBT offers concrete methods to identify them and manage the

issues. For example, you might suffer from anxiety and predict the worst will happen in a given

situation. That’s called catastrophizing, and you can learn how to catch, challenge, and change

that distortion with CBT skills. When you learn about cognitive distortions, you will start to

recognize them more easily when you’re in a situation that provokes stress, anxiety, or anger.

When you are facing these situations, CBT can provide you with tools that will help you get

back into a reasonable frame of mind and calm your response, allowing you to select the most

productive action available to you.Letting Go of Guilt and ShameGuilt is associated with

thoughts of regret for things we did or did not do. While nearly everyone feels guilty and has

regrets about certain things in life, there’s nothing you can do to change the past. The best

course of action is to examine how these thoughts and feelings are impacting you in the



present, take accountability for your past actions, and let go of the guilty feelings by catching,

challenging, and changing thoughts associated with guilt, using your CBT skills. CBT

techniques will show you how to acknowledge the thoughts that are causing your guilt and how

to reframe them so you’re able to see things in a more balanced way and respond as needed.

When you feel shame, it’s typically because you believe you have violated a social norm.

Sometimes we feel shame from within; other times, outside forces attempt to shame us. CBT

teaches that excessive shame is often a product of distorted thinking, and even when it isn’t, it

is often not helpful to dwell on it. Therefore, the more you learn to identify when you feel

shame, the better able you will be to start reframing your thoughts and taking productive action

in order to help diminish the feelings of shame.Coping with Constant CravingsPeople who

struggle with constant cravings—whether for substances such as drugs, alcohol, or food, or

impulses for other potentially problematic behaviors like shopping, gambling, or even extreme

sports—can benefit from learning CBT tools. CBT can complement treatments for substance

abuse issues and associated mental health problems or can be used alone to combat

problematic cravings and impulses that have not yet reached clinical levels of severity (at which

point CBT is often combined with medications). You will learn how to identify and manage cues

and triggers, as well as the emotions, thoughts, and behaviors associated with your cravings,

and break them down to see their components. That way, you can better understand how to

cope with your cravings and impulses and make different choices.Managing Psychological

DisordersCBT is a short-term, present-focused, structured approach that allows people dealing

with psychological disorders to change the way they feel through modifying their thought

processes and behavioral patterns. This sort of structured treatment approach can be an

extremely helpful method for teaching how to manage symptoms and live a fuller life. While

CBT may help people manage their psychological symptoms, it may take more than a

workbook to help them get better. If you’re already in therapy, this book shouldn’t be seen as a

replacement for working with your therapist or taking prescribed medication. Rather, use it as a

supplemental tool to enhance your therapeutic experience. Whether your therapist

recommended this book or you’ve discovered it yourself, it’s a good idea to let your therapist

know that you have this workbook and when you plan to start using it.THE 10 COGNITIVE

DISTORTIONSBeing familiar with the cognitive distortions is integral to work you are doing in

this workbook. You will need to know these cognitive distortions to practice cognitive reframing,

which involves catching, challenging, and changing your thoughts about something. Cognitive

reframing modifies your emotional reactions toward a trigger and broadens the range of

actions available that you can take in response to it. You may want to flag this page or take a

snapshot of it so that you can easily refer to the cognitive distortions as you do the exercises.

(You can also find an abbreviated list in the back of the book here.) The 10 cognitive distortions

we have decided to focus on are:1. All-or-nothing thinking (aka black-and-white thinking). When

this cognitive distortion is present, you find yourself using words like “always,” “everything,” or

“never.” Let’s say your car breaks down on your way to a meeting. You may say something like,

“This always happens to me” or “Everything is messed up” or “Things never go my way!” It’s

important to realize that there are shades of gray. Likely, your car doesn’t always break down

and sometimes things do go your way. Yes, a broken-down car is messed up, but that doesn’t

mean everything is.2. Overgeneralization. With this cognitive distortion, you see one event as

part of a never-ending pattern. In so doing, you may view a situation as hopeless because one

thing goes wrong. For example, you do poorly on an exam in a class, so you think, “I’m going to

fail this class.” Or one of your coworkers at your new job is unkind to you, so you think all your

coworkers will behave the same way.3. Mental filtering. When your mental filter is on, you



ignore all the good things that are happening and focus only on the bad stuff. Perhaps you

wrote a really good paper for class, but your professor circled a few typos. You focus on the

errors rather than the couple of positive comments the professor also made.4. Disqualifying the

positive. While this is similar to mental filtering in that you only focus on the negatives, you are

actively disqualifying the positive as not counting or as something that isn’t likely to happen

again. Let’s say you give a speech that goes really well, but you disqualify the positive feedback

(“They were just being polite”), and therefore the next time you give a speech you don’t count

this last experience, so you think you’ll forget your lines or draw a blank.5. Jumping to

conclusions. This is when you conclude without evidence that something negative is

happening. Let’s say your boss asks to meet with you and you predict that you’re going to get

reprimanded for a mistake or get fired. Perhaps you don’t hear from someone when they said

they’d contact you, and you conclude they are mad at you. Fortune telling and mind reading are

the two main subtypes of jumping to conclusions. Fortune telling is when you make a negative

prediction about the future and treat it as a fact, and mind reading is when you believe you

know what the other person is thinking without asking them.6. Magnification or minimization.

An example of magnification is when you host a dinner party and forget that one of your guests

is a vegetarian. You blow up the significance of that one oversight and conclude that it ruined

your gathering. With minimization, you might look at your accomplishments and think, “Well,

sure, anyone could do that.”7. Emotional reasoning. Here, you assume that because you feel

an emotion intensely, the thoughts associated with the emotion must be true. For example, if

you have a fight with a friend and feel very angry or sad, you may be convinced that the

friendship is over. As another example, sometimes when people feel very depressed, they

believe they are a bad person. And many people who feel very anxious on a plane believe that

must mean they are in danger (e.g., the plane is going to crash).8. “Should” statements. With

this cognitive distortion, you are holding yourself to certain, often rigid, rules. For example, “I

should have cleaned the house better” or “I should have aced this test” or “I should be a better

friend.”9. Labeling and mislabeling. When you use negative labels on yourself or others, you

are defining yourself or them in a limited way. Let’s say you forgot to call a friend back. You

think, “I’m a terrible friend.” Or remember that coworker who was unkind to you? You think,

“That guy is a nasty jerk.”10. Personalization. Even though you may not have any control over a

situation, when you personalize, you make yourself to blame. For example, if someone around

you is upset, you conclude that you must have done something to upset them.KEEP A

THOUGHT RECORDA thought record is one of the key tools of CBT. It will help you become

more aware of and clearer about the statements you make to yourself, moment to moment,

that you’re not always attuned to. Your thought record will help you improve your understanding

of how those thoughts can influence how you feel and what you do or don’t do.Time: 15

minutesFormat: Written exerciseInstructions: The following chart has three columns, labeled

“Automatic Thought,” “Cognitive Distortion(s),” and “Rational Thought.” In the first column, write

down a problematic thought you are having. Look at the descriptions of the cognitive distortions

in the previous section (see here) and identify which might be at play within that thought, and

write that in the second column in order to challenge it. Next, reframe (i.e., change) the thought

into a more rational thought in the third column. Look at the example provided for assistance.

The more you work through this book, the clearer this exercise will become, so revisit it often!

AUTOMATIC THOUGHTCOGNITIVE DISTORTION(S)RATIONAL THOUGHTI thought my

public speech went well because of the cheering and applause. The next day I checked social

media, and there was a mean comment on the video of me speaking. I guess the speech

wasn’t any good.Mental filteringDisqualifying the positiveAll-or-nothing



thinkingMagnificationThe speech was well received by almost everyone! I know this because of

the applause and positive reaction of the audience after I finished speaking. As for the one

negative comment online, you can’t please everyone. Just because one person didn’t like my

speech, it doesn’t negate all the praise I received from the crowd.________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________
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Scott, “Integrative modern CBT. When I first saw that yet another CBT workbook came out I

wondered if we really needed this as a field. I ordered it because I know of Simon and his great

reputation. Then I got it in the mail and was really pleasantly surprised. This is NOT the same

old same old. This pulls from all the richness of modern CBT including DBT and so called third

wave CBTs as well. It's also written really clearly and accessibly with just no jargon. It's not

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/jWdQN/The-CBT-Workbook-for-Mental-Health-Evidence-Based-Exercises-to-Transform-Negative-Thoughts-and-Manage-Your-Well-Being


really a worksheet workbook, which is useful information for therapists who are looking for

such. Essentially it's just jam packed with good skills. I highly recommend”

Organic Vegan, “Wonderfully helpful whether you've had a CBT therapist before, or if it's new

to you. I've had a great experience before receiving in-person Cognitive Behavioral Therapy,

but I needed a tune-up. This book has come to the rescue with a great review of CBT and

cognitive distortions, and a ton of worksheets and exercises to help you put the ideas into

action in your life.The chapter titles give a very good overview of what you can expect, and

include "Growing Self-Esteem and Self-Acceptance," "Managing Stress, Anxiety, and Anger,"

and "Letting Go of Guilt and Shame." I appreciate that the worksheets include time estimates

so you can get an idea of what you're getting into when you dig into them. Also useful are the

"lessons learned" sections where you review what you've learned and reflect on it.While I'm

already a fan of CBT and was pretty familiar with it before reading this book, my feeling is that it

is written clearly and carefully enough to provide a useful intro to anyone who hasn't yet

encountered this method. The world would be a much healthier, happier place if everyone,

including those who don't even think they need therapy, read this book and did these exercises

- everyone can benefit from self-reflection and from clearer thinking, and this book makes

space for that work to be done.”

Mo Cowbell, “A must have for any CBT library. *Disclosure* I was provided a free review copyI

am a CBT clinician and a professor of clinical psychology. I teach doctoral students the ins and

outs of CBT so I have quite a bit of experience in this area. Despite there being a ton of books

on the market aimed at clinicians who use CBT, this book by Rego and Fader really stands out.

It is distinct in several important ways.1) It does not focus on diagnoses, instead organizing its

chapters by psychological mechanisms that are transdiagnostic, in that they lead to many

different symptoms. An example is Chapter 5 Letting go of Guilt and Shame. This pushes

clinicians to focus on case conceptualization instead of symptom counting, which is a far more

effective way to conduct CBT.2) Every worksheet is super simple to follow with a very helpful

estimated time for completion3) There is a heavy focus on third-wave CBT (acceptance an

committed action), which makes the book timely and cutting edge4) There is also a strong

focus on behavioral experiments. which in my opinion are the most powerful CBT interventions

(along with exposure). This makes the worksheets so much more than insight focused. Clients

will behaviorally test hypotheses they have about the world. This is super helpful.5) Each

paragraph ends with a simple exercise to help clients understand and consolidate the benefits

they derived from the experiments. This will deepen learning.6) The language used in the book

is particularly applicable to young adults in it's non-jargony style and use of catchphrases (e.g.

"love language") without being corny.In considering a new book, I ask myself "Will this make

my job as a clinician easier" and the answer to that question is a resounding "yes" in this case.”

Lynsey Romeo, “Great book for changing the way you think!. Great book for helping you to

change the way you think or overthink. A large amount of exercises for you to take which help

you see the positive in situations and stop you from overthinking with negative thoughts. I

completed a large portion of the exercises and have a feeling I will revisit on occasion as and

when needed.”

Ariana Sky, “Easy read for anyone to cope with anxiety and depression. Just as the title says -

this book is a really easy to understand read that even a plebeian like I can go through and get

a lot from. It’s got four main sections from relationships to cravings to guilt and shame. I do not



struggle with anxiety and depression however I feel the skills offered to cope with everyday

issues were really helpful. For me, this book has given me tools to communicate in

relationships and cope with negative feelings. I will note that this does not replace therapy for

anyone who needs true help.”

Deenee, “An Informative, Interactive, and Comprehensive CBT Workbook for ALL!. I found The

CBT Workbook for Mental Health to be a comprehensive, easy to use counseling tool for

meeting a wide range of client needs. I appreciate the chapter on Growing Self-Esteem and

Self-Acceptance, specifically the exercise on "Hear and Respond to Your Inner Critic". This

activity helps to empower the client by reframing what the "inner critic" is conveying, and how

this may help the client with a deeper understanding of their self-esteem. It illuminates

reframing negative labels, judgements, thought processes, being gentle with oneself, and

taking initiative to create and pursue goals for improved self-esteem. The CBT Workbook for

Mental Health is a must-have and treasured addition to my counseling library!”

shallor mcdonald, “Love this book. Working in this book take my anxiety away”

Ken knapp, “Great book. Very helpfull”

Anna, “A must. This is a must for mental health fitness so to speak. Thank you”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A wonderful resource for leaders. The COVID-19 pandemic has created

unique challenges for organizational leaders. Whether it is sleep, anxiety, listening, motivation,

relationships--whatever, Simon Rego and Sarah Fader's mental health workbook will be a

wonderful resource for leaders.”

The book by Simon A. Rego has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 508 people have provided feedback.
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